
Languages : Moderation Checklist for Achievement standards 

The teaching and assessment design of an NCEA internal assessment is entirely up to the 
teacher. They can choose the assessment that best suits the teaching and learning of their 
students. 

For moderation you are required to submit: 

• a copy of the assessment materials - brief/task/activity/assignment/instructions to 
students, including any related resources  

• a copy of the assessment schedule - both the evidence statement (see 4 below) and 
the judgement statement (see 5 below)  

• samples of student evidence.  

Below are the headings that appear on the moderation report, numbered as they are 
numbered on the moderation report, with notes to clarify the requirements. 

Assessment Materials 

1. Is the standard to be assessed correctly identified (number, version, 
elements)? 

Specified:  

the title of the standard   

the registered standard number, eg 90085   

the version (this can be found at the top centre of the first page of the 
standard).  

 

2. Does the student have the opportunity to meet the requirements of the 
standard (brief, event, activity, task, etc)? 

Does: 

the assessment material (brief / task / activity / assignment / instructions etc.) 
include the requirements of the Achievement Objectives up to and including 
the appropriate Curriculum Level (CL); this means up to level 6 for NCEA 
level 1  

 

the task comfortably allow students to use appropriate curriculum language; 
vocabulary items and grammar structures on their own are not enough, they 
must support the Achievement Objectives  

 

the context have a familiar aspect for the student (Level 1) i.e. that it allows the 
student to talk or write about something that is part of their everyday 
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experience. It must be less familiar at Level 2 and 3 i.e. outside their everyday 
experience  

the task give the student the scope to develop / substantially develop the 
relevant information asked for and to use a variety / wide variety of language 
at the appropriate curriculum level  

 

the task instruct students that they 'could' mention / include / be asked about / 
discuss / write about something, and not instruct them that they 'must' do those 
things  

 

the task advise students how much preparation time they will have before the 
assessment- note that this does not apply to the conversation standards.  

 

3. Are the assessment conditions clear and appropriate? 

For the talk / presentation / speech students are informed: 

that they may use cue cards, however if they simply read their speech they will 
not achieve the standard  

 

of the time requirement (check version of the standard)   

that quality is more important than quantity   

the talk / speech / presentation will be recorded,   

how the order of speaking will be decided   

who the audience will be   

that all work must be their own (authenticity)   

that for Merit and Excellence at levels 2 and 3 the work must be organised.   

For conversation students are informed: 

that cue cards may not be used   

of the time requirement   

that quality is more important than quantity   

that they are required to convey and seek (at level 2), or exchange and support 
(at level 3) relevant information, ideas and /or opinions  

 

that all parts of their conversation must be their own work.   

For crafted writing students are informed: 
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of the time they will be given for the assessment   

that they may bring nothing in and/or take nothing out of the assessment room   

that all resources will be provided by the teacher   

that all resources will be the same for each student   

that previously marked work on the topic may not be used   

that all work must be their own (authenticity)   

of the minimum word count for each level   

that quality is more important than quantity   

that they must produce evidence of drafting and crafting. This means that an 
earlier draft must be submitted with the final version  

 

Assessment Schedule 

4. Are there statements provided that give examples of student responses 
which meet the requirements of the standard (evidence statements)? Are: 

the language examples at the appropriate level of the curriculum, and do they 
include a clear example of the communication of an Achievement Objective  

 

there examples of what is required for development / substantial development 
and variety / wide variety of simple, appropriate or complex language for 
Achieved, Merit, and Excellence  

 

"simple" - language up to and including CL6 or equivalent   

"appropriate" - language up to and including CL7 or equivalent   

"complex" - language up to and including CL8 or equivalent   

evidence statements included. These are brief language examples of a typical 
response at each grade level for this assessment and these resources. They may 
be taken from students' work to refine the schedule. Teachers may create 
language examples on another topic if these will be helpful to the students, 
minimise opportunities for plagiarism and widen the range of possible student 
responses available on the topic assessed.  

 

students informed that they may not use language examples from the evidence 
statements in their own work unless they have been significantly manipulated 
to show that they are their own  
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5. Are there statements provided that clearly describe performance levels 
(quality and quantity) which meet the requirements of the standard 
(judgement statements)? 

Is: 

the assessment schedule contextualised (not just generic) to suit this 
assessment at Achieved, Merit and Excellence. e.g. 'A clear spoken 
presentation is given in French about a visit to a French speaking country using 
appropriate language' for achievement standard 90396 'Give a prepared spoken 
presentation in French on a less familiar topic'  

 

the assessment schedule given to the student in advance?   

It is helpful if the marking feedback form/schedule that is given to students when their work 
is returned to them is included with students' work. 
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